MATERIALS NEEDED:

STEM CLASS: FEB 16, 2021, TUESDAY 11:00 AM
Partnered with Auburn Public Library

Lesson: BUNNY SLOPES
Working Area: Table & Floor area

STEM CHALLENGES:

- Bunny cut-out (attached)- print or trace or copy in cardstock/heavy paper OR print in regular paper (but have a small piece of cardboard ready to help prop up your bunny)
- 2 jumbo craft sticks (or 2 small rulers or 2 flat blocks (Keva/Kapla or regular craft sticks) - for skis!
- coloring materials (markers/crayons/pencils
- tape
- ramp - EX: large cookie sheet, wood plank, large cardboard piece, large box lid, cutting board, yoga mat
- 1 prop (to hold the end of the ramp up on an incline) - EX: a box, a small stool, thick books, or any other supports to keep your ramp in place
- 1 textured material (will fit your ramp) - EX: hand towel, sandpaper, rubber grippy mat, foil, parchment paper
- **optional:** packing tape to secure materials if necessary so they do not slip off the ramps
- cotton balls (10 or more)
- cup or bowl or mason jar (or any container with a hole/opening)
- **optional:** 2 long strips of cardboard (similar to skis) for “indoor skiing” (if you don't have this now, that's okay!- just use 2 pieces of paper or just wear large socks!)